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KUWAIT: NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg hoped cessation of hostilities agree-
ment in Syria would be extended beyond its
two-week period, while urging all parties in the
Syrian conflict to fully respect the ceasefire.

“There is an initial agreement on two weeks
(cessation), and we would like to see it devel-
oped into something much longer,” Stoltenberg
said. An extended cessation of hostilities will
form a “sustainable, lasting, negotiated political
and peaceful solution for Syria,” he said.

Stoltenberg urged all parties - the Syrian gov-
ernment and opposition - to fully respect and
implement the agreement, which he hoped
would last further. “Our main focus is the impor-
tance of respecting the agreement on cessation
of hostilities, and largely it is respected,” he said
in an interview with KUNA.

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said
Monday that the ceasefire in Syria was holding
“by and large,” and hoped the truce would be
extended beyond the two-week period. UN
Security Council (UNSC) last Friday adopted
unanimously resolution 2268 endorsing a US-
Russian statement on cessation of hostilities in
Syria, which would pave way for delivery of
humanitarian supplies for those in need.

The conflict in Syria, which broke out in
March 2011, killed more than 250, 000 people
and forced more than 12 million people to leave
their homes to safer havens, either within their
country or in neighboring nations.

The conflict became more complicated with
the Russians launching airstrikes against what
they said were terrorist groups including so-
called Islamic State (IS). “We are concerned
about the significant increase of Russian military
presence in Syria,” said Stoltenberg.

“We have seen substantial air forces, ground
forces and naval forces in eastern
Mediterranean. Most of the airstrikes conducted
by Russian planes are not directed against (IS)
(but) against other opposition groups, and
thereby the main aim has been to support
(President Bashar) Assad” not to fight IS, he said.
He pointed out that most of IS victims were
Muslims.

The Russian military operation caused an
increase in the number of people forced to leave
their homes, he said, with “more people becom-
ing refugees because of the Russian bombard-
ment of Aleppo and its surrounding,” in addition
to creating a dangerous situation close to bor-
ders with NATO-member Turkey including air-
space violence of Turkish and NATO airspace.

Leading role
Meanwhile, Stoltenberg said that Kuwait is

playing a leading role in tackling instability and
threats in the region, signing a Transit
Agreement with NATO and building a regional
center, to be a permanent presence for NATO in
the area.

Kuwait is the first country to join the Istanbul
Cooperation Initiative (ICI), which was estab-
lished in 2004 with the aim of helping regional
countries develop military capabilities, including
the fight against terrorism and proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction (MWD). ICI works
on developing interpretability, ability of the two
sides working together, to have same standards
and be connected in different operations.

Stoltenberg described his visit to Kuwait yes-
terday as “very important because it has shown
how important Kuwait is for NATO.” Stoltenberg
met with His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad

Al-Sabah, and First Deputy Premier and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah.

The Brussels-based North Atlantic Treaty
Organization was keen on meeting with the
leadership of Kuwait, he said, and to discuss how
“we can move this cooperation even more for-
ward.” Kuwait and NATO signed a Transit
Agreement that would facilitate transit of per-
sonnel, supplies or equipment via Kuwait to
NATO-led operations or activities in the whole
region, including in Afghanistan. The agreement
“confirmed the leading role, the key role Kuwait
has in the region when it comes to facilitating
cooperation with NATO,” said Stoltenberg.

“This is important for our cooperation with
Kuwait, but also for increasing the role of Kuwait
being a hub for our activities in the whole region
... It will make it easy for NATO to have equip-
ment, personnel passing through Kuwait on its
way to Afghanistan, which is a big and impor-
tant operation,” he added.  He noted that coop-
eration between NATO and Kuwait has increased
over the past years because “we have seen more
instability, more threats, more violence in the
region.” He added the two sides could work
together to fighting terrorism, extremism and
addressing challenges of proliferation of WMD.
“This is important for security of Kuwait, for the
region but of course for NATO,” he said.

Regional Center
Part of cooperation between the two sides is

the establishment of what is called NATO-Kuwait
ICI Regional Center. The Kuwait-based center,
the first permanent presence of NATO in the
region stretching over more than 5,000 square
meters, will host different kinds of NATO activi-
ties like training, workshops, education and sem-
inars offered by NATO trainers.

The Regional Center, due to open towards
end of this year, would be the focal point for
NATO activities in the region and would serve
Kuwait and regional countries. “The center will
be a concrete expression of our cooperation,
and framework of our activities,” said
Stoltenberg. Stoltenberg, meanwhile, said NATO
was now focusing on how to prevent crises by
building local capacity of countries in need. The
alliance, for example, has been building capabili-
ties of the Afghan forces to enable them fight
terrorism and extremism.

The same applies to the region, he added, as

NATO was supporting Jordan and Tunisia with
capacity building and training. “We will soon
start training of Iraqi officers” to help them crack
down on terrorist groups, like so-called Islamic
State (IS), he added. “In the long run, it is better
to train local forces instead of sending large
numbers of foreign troops,” he said.

The US is leading an international coalition
against IS in Syria and Iraq. The two countries are
experiencing conflicts that killed hundreds of
thousands of people combined while forcing a
massive forced deportation.

The conflict in Syria has been further compli-
cated with the Russians launching airstrikes
against what they said were terrorist groups
including IS. “We are concerned about the signif-
icant increase of Russian military presence in
Syria,” said Stoltenberg.

“We have seen substantial air forces, ground
forces and naval forces in eastern
Mediterranean. Most of the airstrikes conducted
by Russian planes are not directed against (IS)
ISIL (but) against other opposition groups, and
thereby the main aim has been to support
(President Bashar) Assad” not to fight IS, he said.
He pointed out that most of IS victims were
Muslims.

More refugees
The Russian military operation caused an

increase in the number of people forced to leave
their homes, he said, with “more people becom-
ing refugees because of the Russian bombard-
ment of Aleppo and its surrounding,” in addition
to creating a dangerous situation close to bor-
ders with NATO-member Turkey including air-
space violence of Turkish and NATO airspace.

UN Security Council (UNSC) last Friday adopt-
ed unanimously resolution 2268 endorsing a US-
Russian statement on cessation of hostilities in
Syria, which would pave way for delivery of
humanitarian supplies for those in need.

“Our main focus is  the impor tance of
respecting the agreement on cessation of hos-
ti l it ies,  and largely it  is  respected,” said
Stoltenberg.  He urged all  par ties to fully
respect and implement the agreement, which
he hoped would last further. “There is an initial
agreement on two weeks (cessation), and we
would like to see it developed into something
much longer, and then form basis for sustain-
able, lasting, negotiated political and peaceful
solution for Syria,” he said. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg speaks during an interview with Kuwait
News Agency (KUNA). — KUNA

KUWAIT: Iraqi Ambassador Mohammed Hussein Bahruloloom (left) speaks during a
press conference with head of the civil crisis cell in the Iraqi cabinet Dr Mahdi Al-
Allaq Monday night. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: A work group formed by the UN
and entrusted with achieving stability in
distressed areas in Iraq after liberating
them from the Islamic State (IS) held its
fourth meeting in Kuwait, a senior Iraqi offi-
cial said. He added that the meeting was
jointly headed by Germany and UAE and
included 20 countries. 

Four Iraqi governorates have been dev-
astated by IS that destroyed the infrastruc-
ture and displaced three million people,
Head of the civil crisis cell in the Iraqi cabi-
net Dr Mahdi Al-Allaq said.

“Now that 85 percent of those lands are
liberated, IS remains besieged in Fallujah
where it is using civilians as human shields,
which makes it hard for our troops,” he said
during a press conference in the presence
of Iraqi Ambassador Mohammed Hussein
Bahruloloom Monday night.

Open borders
Allaq stressed that Iraqi armed forces

were keen on liberating all territories from
IS in 2016 but warned that this might be
delayed for a while because of the open
borders with Syria. Allaq added that the
meeting discussing re-stabilizing liberated
areas like Tikrit, where over 90 percent of
the inhabitants have returned home. He
also noted that assessing the volume of
destruction in liberated areas needs to be
done once those areas are cleared of
mines. 

Responding to a question about fears of
a division of Iraq, Allaq said that much had
been said about this since 2003 and that
facts have shown that the Iraqi people
were keen on national unity,  even in
Kurdistan. Allaq said that donors have
already given the UN $50 million and that
the sum was expected to rise to $80 mil-
lion, while Kuwait paid $200 million on
direct instructions from His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah. He
also noted that Kuwait has been sending
aid, movable field hospitals and caravans
to Iraq. 
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By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Kuwait and other Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states officially
informed Egypt of their approval of nomi-
nating former Egyptian Foreign Minister
Ahmed Abul Gaith to run for the new Arab
League Secretary General’s post, well-
informed sources said. Abul Gaith, who
served under former Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak, would replace the current
Secretary General Nabil Al-Arabi who con-

cluded his tenure and does not wish to
renew it. The sources added that Egypt had
asked about GCC states’ opinion, adding
that none of them rejected the proposal
and confirmed their intention to vote for
Abul Gaith by the end of this month. “Egypt
is mainly concerned about other Arab
countries including Algeria, which is not so
enthusiastic about nominating Abul Gaith
and insists on rotating the post among
Arab countries,” explained the sources who
spoke on the condition of anonymity. 

Kuwait supports Abul Gaith

as Arab League Secretary

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) distributed
memorial gifts to its clients at the airport branch
on the occasion of the national and liberation
days, as part of the bank’s efforts to share celebra-
tions of various occasions with the society. The air-
port bank branch was rendering services round
the clock throughout the holiday.

On this significant occasion, KFH managed to
communicate with its clients by distributing
memorial gifts to them. The gifts represented a
gesture of greetings from KFH staff to the clients
on this dear occasion. Clients and staff exchanged
congratulations while praised Allah Almighty for
keeping Kuwait as an oasis of security, peace and
prosperity.

It is noteworthy that KFH participated in several
festivals, events and activities held on the national
days such as participating in flag hoisting cere-
monies at many places and government buildings,
visiting Al Qurain House to immortalize the coun-
try’s martyrs in addition to many other events,
which confirms the bank’s ceaseless efforts in
achieving the social responsibility.

BARCELONA: Zain Group, a leading mobile
telecom innovator in eight markets across
the Middle East and North Africa, has
become a signatory to the GSMA’s
Humanitarian Connectivity Charter, which
was launched at Mobile World Congress in
Barcelona in 2015. 

The industry-wide initiative is geared at
demonstrating the commitment of the
mobile industry to supporting customers
and responders before and during humani-
tarian emergencies. Through the Charter,
mobile network operators (MNOs) will
commit to a common set of principles and
work towards the adoption of initiatives
focused on humanitarian connectivity. The
aim of this initiative is to create a more
coordinated and predictable response to
disasters.  A signing ceremony to honor the
occasion was held at the Mobile World
Congress in Barcelona between Zain and
the GSMA attended by Zain Group
Chairman, Asaad Al Banwan;  Zain Group
CEO, Scott Gegenheimer;  Zain Corporate
Sustainability Head, Jennifer Suleiman and
senior executives from both Zain and the
GSMA, as well as industry figures and inter-
national media.

Zain is one of the most active compa-
nies, across sectors, in corporate sustain-
ability and social responsibility within its
region of operation, and the aspirations
and principles expressed the Charter align
seamlessly with its own efforts to render
assistance wherever possible and improve
the lives of people consistently.  

With respect to the Charter’s principle to
enhance coordination within and among
MNOs before, during and after a disaster;
Zain will engage with the other MNOs in its
respective operating territories to facilitate
coordination.  Emergency measures such
as access site sharing, mobile base station
sharing, and waiver for inter-operator
call/SMS charges will  be explored for
humanitarian connectivity. 

More results 
Commenting on becoming a Charter

signatory, Zain Group CEO Scott
Gegenheimer commented, “Zain has and
shall continue to work rigorously to
improve the conditions of people in dis-
tressed or unfortunate situations. However,
throughout history has been made abun-
dantly clear that the pooling of efforts and
resources often achieves more positive
results than what can be done individually,
and we are thus looking forward to con-
tributing our efforts and resources under
the Charter.”

Another principle included in the

Charter is to strengthen partnerships
between the mobile industry, government
and the humanitarian sector, and Zain, with
the support of the GSMA, will lead the
development of a partnership framework
engaging MNOs, telecommunications reg-
ulators, government and humanitarian
bodies (Red Crescent, WHO) within its
region of operations to provide effective
response capabilities to society at large. 

Jennifer Suleiman, Head of Corporate
Sustainability and Social Responsibility at
Zain Group said, “We live and operate in a
region where the cost of human suffering
as a consequence of war and natural disas-
ter is all-too apparent. Thus it is not just our
responsibility but our duty to band togeth-
er and render whatever assistance is possi-
ble, particularly at times of extreme need,
and we are up to working closely with our
peers to achieve this under the banner of
the Charter.”

The principle to scale and standardize

preparedness and response activities
across the industry to enable a more pre-
dictable response has seen Zain establish a
Business Continuity Management and
Disaster Recovery program in line with ISO
22301 for uniform implementation across
its operating companies. In order to sustain
mission critical services (voice, SMS, data),
the underlying network elements and IT
platforms are designed with geographic

resiliency and Zain’s technical teams and
partners are capable of execution of disas-
ter recovery plans to restore services within
acceptable timeframes.

Overcoming challenges 
At Zain, we have considerable experi-

ence in overcoming challenges that have
resulted from crisis situations. One example
is in Iraq, when on August 23, 2014, an
explosion resulted in major damage to one
of Zain’s core sites located nearby. The
result was a complete outage of 850 net-
work sites across six Iraqi provinces. Swiftly
implementing our contingency plans
allowed us to restore connectivity to three
and a half provinces by the following day,
with full service restoration achieved within
two days.  The launch of the Humanitarian
Connectivity Charter reflects the growing
recognition within the mobile industry and
among government and responding stake-
holders of the crucial role that mobile plays
during humanitarian crises. Mobile devices
are often one of the first things people
reach for when disaster strikes. 

Over the last decade, 1.8 billion people
have been affected by disasters around the
world. The challenges posed by these crises
are too large for any single entity to
address individually and the Charter will
provide a vehicle for driving collaboration
and partnership both within the industry
and with external partners. In this context,
ensuring preparedness and resiliency is
critical from both a sustainability and busi-
ness perspective.

The Charter is supported by the United
Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA), the UN
Emergency Telecommunications Cluster
(ETC) and the International Federation of
the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(IFRC). It was created following two years of
industry workshops and collaboration facil-
itated by the GSMA Disaster Response pro-
gram, in association with UN agencies,
mobile operators, vendors and non-gov-
ernment organizations (NGOs).
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BARCELONA: (From left) Zain Group Chairman Asaad Al-Banwan shakes hands with
Lawrence Yanovitch, President of the GSMA Foundation alongside Corporate
Sustainability Director, Jennifer Suleiman and Zain Group CEO, Scott Gegenheimer.


